Accurate modeling of the respiratory cycle is important to account for the effect of organ motion on dose calculation for lung cancer patients. The aim of this study is to evaluate the accuracy of a respiratory model for lung cancer patients. Lujan et al. ͓Med. Phys. 26͑5͒, 715-720 ͑1999͔͒ proposed a model, which became widely used, to describe organ motion due to respiration. This model assumes that the parameters do not vary between and within breathing cycles. In this study, first, the correlation of respiratory motion traces with the model f͑t͒ as a function of the parameter n͑n =1,2,3͒ was undertaken for each breathing cycle from 331 four-minute respiratory traces acquired from 24 lung cancer patients using three breathing types: free breathing, audio instruction, and audio-visual biofeedback. Because cos 2 and cos 4 had similar correlation coefficients, and cos 2 and cos 1 have a trigonometric relationship, for simplicity, the cos 1 value was consequently used for further analysis in which the variations in mean position ͑z 0 ͒, amplitude of motion ͑b͒ and period ͑͒ with and without biofeedback or instructions were investigated. For all breathing types, the parameter values, mean position ͑z 0 ͒, amplitude of motion ͑b͒, and period ͑͒ exhibited significant cycle-to-cycle variations. Audio-visual biofeedback showed the least variations for all three parameters ͑z 0 , b, and ͒. It was found that mean position ͑z 0 ͒ could be approximated with a normal distribution, and the amplitude of motion ͑b͒ and period ͑͒ could be approximated with log normal distributions. The overall probability density function ͑pdf͒ of f͑t͒ for each of the three breathing types was fitted with three models: normal, bimodal, and the pdf of a simple harmonic oscillator. It was found that the normal and the bimodal models represented the overall respiratory motion pdfs with correlation values from 0.95 to 0.99, whereas the range of the simple harmonic oscillator pdf correlation values was 0.71 to 0.81. This study demonstrates that the pdfs of mean position ͑z 0 ͒, amplitude of motion ͑b͒, and period ͑͒ can be used for sampling to obtain more realistic respiratory traces. The overall standard deviations of respiratory motion were 0.48, 0.57, and 0.55 cm for free breathing, audio instruction, and audio-visual biofeedback, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Respiratory motion is a significant cause of inaccuracies during computed tomography ͑CT͒ imaging [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and radiation delivery [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] for patients with tumors in the thoracic and abdominal regions. Respiratory motion patterns have been assumed to be sinusoidal in previous studies. 1, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] Since the publication by Lujan et al., 1 in which the effects of breathing induced organ motion on dose calculations were studied, many publications [20] [21] [22] 24, 29, 30 have assumed respiratory motion to have the form
where t is the time in seconds, z 0 Ј is the position at exhale, bЈ is the extent of motion ͑note the change in sign preceding b from the Lujan paper͒, is the period of one cycle, and n determines the asymmetry of the model. The starting phase ͑͒ term is not included here.
In the special case of 2n = 1 in Eq. ͑1͒, the trigonometric relation cos͑2͒ = 2 cos 2 ͑͒ − 1 can be invoked. Thus, with Occam's razor rule, i.e., using the simplest form of the function, Eq. ͑1͒ can be rewritten as
however, the definitions of the parameters change. Since cos has the peak-to-peak range −1 to 1, and cos 2n has the peakto-peak range 0 to 1, the parameter z 0 is the mean position rather than the position at exhale ͓z 0 Ј from Eq. ͑1͔͒, and b is the amplitude of motion rather than the extent of motion ͓bЈ from Eq. ͑1͔͒. The definition of the period is unchanged. This clarification is important for later analyses.
The Lujan model has been used to simulate respiratory motion to determine the effect of this motion on fractional dose, 30 to estimate tumor motion due to patient respiratory motion by fitting the equation to breathing cycles, 32 and to simulate the impact of respiratory motion on dose distributions using dose-convolution techniques. 1, 20, 21, 24 This model, however, assumes that the cycle-to-cycle position, the extent of motion, and the period of the respiratory motion for a patient are constant values. In reality, the position, amplitude and period lengths vary with time and from patient to patient. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] Studies have been undertaken both on normal and diseased ͑asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, restrictive lung disease, and other lung-related disease͒ subjects to study the patterns and the reasons for variations in respiratory motion patterns. 35 , 37 Priban demonstrated that breath-to-breath fluctuations in respiratory cycle variables are not purely random. 38 In fact, breath-to-breath variations in the respiratory motion pattern can occur as uncorrelated random variations, as correlated random variations, or as any of the two types of nonrandom changes: periodic oscillations and nonperiodic fluctuations. 34 This breath-tobreath and person-to-person variability and, in general, respiratory motion variability may be attributed to various sources, such as central neural mechanisms, relative anatomic variations, genetic variations, pulmonary afferent activities, and/or chemoreflex mechanisms. 33, 34, 39 While comfort level may not affect respiratory motion patterns in normal patients, breathing in diseased patients is affected by comfort level. 39 Tobin et al. 35 have also shown that respiratory motion changes with age and is more regular in young, rather than old, normal adults.
The respiratory motion of actual patients, as shown in Fig.  1 , exhibits large variations in position, amplitude of motion, and period. Thus, the aims of this paper are to 1. Investigate the cosine power n = 1, 2 or 3 of Eq. ͑1͒ to obtain the power with highest correlation to individual breathing cycles ͓note that n = 1 from Eq. ͑1͒ can be simplified to Eq. ͑2͔͒, 2. Determine whether the three parameters in the equation can be considered constant values, and, if not, 3. Determine the individual probability density functions ͑pdfs͒ for the three parameters in the equation, and, finally, 4. Quantify the pdf of the entire respiratory motion.
II. METHOD AND MATERIALS
A total of 331 patient respiratory motion traces, each four minutes in length, were collected from 24 lung cancer patients enrolled in an Institutional Review Board ͑IRB͒-approved breathing-training protocol. The respiratory motion traces were recorded using free breathing, audio instruction, and audio-visual biofeedback, as described below. The real time position management ͑RPM͒ system ͑Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA͒, which optically tracks the anteriorposterior motion of a reflective marker box, was used to acquire the respiratory motion traces. The optical signal was the signal that was obtained from the camera by reflection of the infrared dots placed on the face of the marker. The position of the segmented markers was recorded for the entire respiratory motion trace. The marker block was placed on the patient's abdomen midway between the umbilicus and xyphoid process to ensure consistency of placement.
Each patient was initially asked to breathe normally without any prompts ͑called free breathing͒, and the optical signal from the reflective marker was recorded for four minutes. Based on the patient's respiratory motion during free breathing, audio instruction, comprised of periodic breathe-in/ breathe-out prompts, was given, and respiratory motion was recorded for four minutes. On completion of the audioinstruction session, the patient was shown a television screen that facilitates visual biofeedback. A typical patient setup is shown in Fig. 2 . Concurrently, the patient was given the same audio instructions as those provided during the audioinstruction session ͑called audio-visual biofeedback͒. The respiratory motion that occurred during the audio-visual biofeedback session was recorded for four minutes. The freebreathing session was used as a method to obtain the average frequency of the patient's breathing and displacement of the marker. Thus, the average period of the free-breathing session was the input for the audio instructions and the average peak-to-peak range of motion was the input for the visual biofeedback for the audio-visual biofeedback. This provided information for the audio instructions and audio-visual biofeedback, though if the patient was uncomfortable with the set values, they were adjusted to comfort level on the first day and kept constant for the remaining four days. These three respiratory motion acquisition sessions were conducted on five different days generally spaced a week apart. The audio instruction and audio-visual biofeedback settings were recorded at the first session ͑day͒ and maintained for the remaining four sessions.
Each respiratory motion data file that was obtained contained information about the position of the external marker, the phase of the breathing cycle ͑0 to 2͒ at that particular position, and the time ͑0 -240 s͒ at which the samples were collected for the particular breathing-type technique sampled at 30 Hz. In the RPM data files, the position values for patient respiratory motion moved negatively for anterior motion of the abdomen and positively for posterior motion of the abdomen. For an abdominal breather, posterior motion of the abdomen corresponds with inhalation and anterior motion of the abdomen corresponds with exhalation. Patients positioned with their arms extended above their head ͑typical for lung treatments͒ predominantly use their abdomens for breathing.
A. Analysis of cosine model for breathing cycles
The flowchart in Fig. 3 shows the sequence of events followed to obtain the position z 0 , amplitude b, and period parameter values for each breathing cycle for a given value of n for the cosine model. 
Flowchart of the sequence of events followed to determine the three parameters in the sinusoidal equation.
FIG. 4.
A plot of a respiratory motion cycle of a patient ͑solid line͒ fitted using the cosine model with n = 1, 2, and 3 ͑cos 2 = cos 1 ͒. Note the increased fraction of time in exhale as the cosine power is increased. Note also that the fit for cos 2 will yield the same curve with correlation coefficients as cos 1 , with different parameters ͓note the explanation following Eq. ͑2͔͒.
If the respiratory signal is irregular during simulation and treatment, the RPM system does not initiate the CT simulator or the linear accelerator. Thus, we excluded irregular respiratory motion by using the phase values to determine complete cycles, which were included in subsequent analyses. The two criteria for a complete cycle were
• Consecutive phase values were checked for monotonically increasing trends for gradients. If points had phase gradients with differences greater than 5, the new point was considered the beginning of a new cycle.
• A typical complete cycle of respiratory motion began with phase values between ͓0, 0.2͔ and ended with phase values between ͓6.1, 6.28͔.
Since the RPM system records relative position, the respiratory motion data was normalized by subtracting the mean of the first cycle from the remaining cycles. Referring back to Eq. ͑1͒, this gives ͐ 0 f͑t͒dt = 0 for the first cycle. The values for n chosen in the cosine model were 1, 2, and 3 ͓note that n = 1 from Eq. ͑1͒ can be simplified to Eq. Table II. ͑2͔͒. A plot of a complete cycle with the various cosine models is shown in Fig. 4 . An increased fraction of time in exhale is noted as the cosine power is increased. For each breathing type, patient, session, and complete cycle, the model with the highest average correlation coefficient was considered to be the best parameter for n to describe the respiratory motion. The cosine model with the highest average correlation coefficient was fitted; values for each of the three parameters were determined; and r 2 was calculated. This procedure was repeated for each breathing type, patient, and session. The average value of the correlation coefficient over all cycles for each breathing type, patient, and session was documented.
B. Quantifying the probability density function of model parameters
For each breathing type for all the patients for all the sessions, the probability density function ͑pdf͒ of the position z 0 , the amplitude of motion b and the period parameters of the cosine model were determined. For each parameter, the individual patient's distribution, the width of each parameter distribution, and the overall population distributions were quantified.
Individual patient plots
To observe individual patient variations, the pdf of position z 0 , the amplitude of motion b, and the period for a single patient were plotted. The pdf of each parameter for an individual patient was fitted with a distribution.
Quantification of variations in individual patient parameter distributions for each breathing type
The parameter distribution for each breathing type was quantified by obtaining the width of each patient's position z 0 , amplitude of motion b, and period distributions. The parameter value for the ith patient is given as f i ͑x͒ where x = z 0 , b , . To quantify the variability in these parameter distributions for an individual patient for each breathing type, the distance between the 95th and 5th percentile f 
The mean ͑F ͒ and spread ͑F 5 and F
95
͒ of F were used to quantify the variability of the parameter distributions for position z 0 , amplitude of motion b, and period for each breathing type. For position z 0 , a normal distribution was used, while for amplitude of motion b and period , log normal distributions were used to describe the parameters. The choice of distribution was based on our inspection of the data, however there is justification for these distributions. The normal distribution is often assumed to describe the random variation that occurs in the data from many scientific disciplines, 40 and was applied for the position z 0 . Skewed distributions are particularly common when ͑1͒ mean values are low with respect to the variance and ͑2͒ values cannot be negative. Such skewed distributions often fit the log normal distribution. 40 Both conditions apply to the amplitude b and period .
Quantification of overall population parameter distributions
Also of interest are the overall distributions from combining patient data. The overall population's distributions for each parameter were quantified by first finding the average for each parameter. The 5% and 95% values for each parameter across all 24 patients for each breathing type were calculated.
The parameter value, position z 0 , the amplitude of motion b, and the period for patient i are given as f i ͑x͒. Let G be the set of f i ͑x͒ values, where i ͓1 , 2 , . . . , 24͔. The mean ͑Ḡ ͒ and spread ͑G 5 and G
95
͒ of G were used to quantify the variability of the parameter distributions for position z 0 , amplitude of motion b, and period for each breathing type for the overall distributions from combining patient data. The major difference between this analysis and the one performed in Sec. II B 2 above is that in this case the average was taken over all the values for each parameter for each breathing type, while in the above case, the average was for the widths of each parameter for each patient for each breathing type.
The pdf of each parameter for an overall population was fitted with a distribution. For position z 0 , a normal distribution was used, while for amplitude of motion b and period , log normal distributions were used to describe the parameters. These fitted distributions were based on observations of the parameter distributions and discussion with a biostatistician. For each parameter, the correlation coefficient and the mean and standard deviations for the respective fitted distributions were recorded.
C. Quantifying the probability density function of respiratory motion
The entire respiratory motion was quantified in two ways. First, for each individual patient pdf for total respiratory motion data, normal and bimodal distributions, and the pdf of a simple harmonic oscillator ͓i.e., the pdf of Eq. ͑1͒ and ͑2͔͒ were used. The correlation coefficients for each patient were noted to find the best distribution.
For the pdf of each breathing type obtained from respiratory motion data for all patients and all sessions, normal and bimodal distributions and the pdf of a simple harmonic oscillator ͓i.e., the pdf of Eq. ͑1͒ and ͑2͔͒ were used. The bimodal distribution was the sum of two normal distributions with different means, standard deviations, and weights. If we assume that respiratory traces can be modeled by simple sinusoidal equations, the pdf of respiratory traces should fit the model for the pdf of a cosine equation, which is described as a simple harmonic oscillator. The correlation coefficient and the mean and standard deviations for each distribution for each breathing type were noted.
III. RESULTS

A. Data collection
Of the 24 patients who completed at least one session, only three did not complete the five sessions. One of the three patients passed away midway in the course of the radiation treatment series. The remaining two patients did not continue due to preexisting back pain when supine; these patients voluntarily quit the protocol. Table I shows that for all three breathing types, the cos 1 and cos 4 model correlation coefficients have comparable values and are both greater than the values for the cos 6 model. Following Occam's razor rule, the cos model ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒ was used for all subsequent analysis since the average across the three breathing types was approximately equal for cos 1 and cos 4 . The distributions of mean position z 0 , amplitude of motion b, and period were found for each breathing type. Figure 5 shows the plots of the distributions for each parameter for a single patient for each breathing type. Each parameter has been fitted with a distribution ͑solid line͒. Mean position z 0 was fitted with a normal distribution, while amplitude of motion b and period were fitted with a log normal distribution. These plots show the variability of these parameters for a single patient. Also shown for the freebreathing z 0 plot is an example of the f i 95 ͑x͒ − f i 5 ͑x͒ width used for the quantification of the parameter distributions in Table II described below. Table II quantifies F , the average of the width ͑i.e., difference between the 95th and 5th percentiles͒ of the mean position z 0 , amplitude of motion b, and period for free breathing, audio instruction, and audio-visual biofeedback for the patient data. The values in the parentheses are the F 5 and F 95 of F, where F is a set of f i 95 ͑x͒ − f i 5 ͑x͒. From this table, it can be seen that audio-visual biofeedback has on average the least variation for mean position z 0 , amplitude of motion b, and period . For mean position z 0 and period , free breathing has the largest distribution width. In the case of amplitude of motion b, audio instruction has the largest distribution width.
B. Outcome of cosine model analysis for respiratory motion
C. Distribution of model parameters
Individual patient plots
Quantification of variation in individual patient parameter distributions for each breathing type
The audio instruction reduced the width of the distribution in the breathing period, compared with free breathing, and the audio-visual biofeedback reduced the distribution width TABLE V. Average correlation coefficients of a respiratory motion pdf using normal distribution, bimodal distribution, and the pdf of a simple harmonic oscillator distribution for each of the 24 patients. The range of the correlation coefficients is given in parentheses. The value of the coefficients decreases for normal distribution and increases for the probability density function ͑pdf͒ of the sinusoidal oscillator with audio-visual biofeedback. TABLE VI. Correlation coefficients of a respiratory motion probability density function ͑pdf͒ using normal distribution, bimodal distribution, and the pdf of a simple harmonic oscillator distribution for each of the 24 patients. in the mean position. Perhaps the most important result, as shown in Table II , is that audio-visual biofeedback helps improve the reproducibility of the respiratory motion by reducing variability in the parameters. Table III shows mean values Ḡ for mean position z 0 , amplitude of motion b, and period for free breathing, audio instruction, and audio-visual biofeedback for all patients, together with G 95 and G 5 , where G is a set of f i ͑x͒. From the table, it can be seen that mean position z 0 has the smallest distribution for audio-visual biofeedback, while amplitude of motion b and period have the smallest distributions for free breathing. The negative values indicate that there is an average posterior baseline shift. Table IV shows the tabulated values of the fitted distributions for mean position z 0 , amplitude of motion b, and period for all breathing types over the population. These tables show the standard deviation and the mean and correlation coefficient values for each distribution. Each parameter's pdf has a strong correlation coefficient for the respective distribution.
Quantification of overall population parameter distributions
The plots of the distributions for each breathing type for the parameter's mean position z 0 , amplitude of motion b, and period for all patients for the cos 1 are shown in Fig. 6 . Each parameter has been fitted with a distribution ͑solid line͒. Mean position z 0 is fitted with a normal distribution, while amplitude of motion b and period have been fitted with a log normal distribution. Table V shows the tabulated values comparing the normal and bimodal distributions with the pdf of a simple harmonic oscillator for each breathing type for each patient. This table consists of the average correlation coefficients and the range of these correlations. Both the normal and bimodal distributions have a correlation coefficient close to unity and, thus, can be considered as good distributions for the pdf of respiratory motion. However, both visually and via the correlation coefficients, the pdf based on a simple harmonic oscillator ͓pdf of Eq. ͑2͔͒ is not a good representation of actual respiratory motion for each individual patient. Individual patient correlations are given in Table VI . Figure 7 shows the pdf of the respiratory motion overlaid with the normal distribution, the bimodal distributions, and the pdf of the simple harmonic oscillator for one patient. The bimodal distribution has the highest correlation of the three distributions and accounts for the asymmetry of the measured data. Table VII shows the tabulated values comparing the normal and bimodal distributions with the pdf of a simple harmonic oscillator for each breathing type. Both the normal and bimodal distributions have a very strong correlation coefficient and, thus, can be considered as good distributions for the pdf of respiratory motion. However, both visually and via the correlation coefficients, the pdf based on a simple harmonic oscillator is not a good representation of actual respiratory motion. Figure 8 shows the pdf of the respiratory motion overlaid with the normal distribution, the bimodal distributions, and the pdf of the simple harmonic oscillator. The bimodal distribution has the highest correlation of the three distributions and accounts for the asymmetry of the measured data, though the normal distribution also has a strong correlation ͑0.95͒.
D. Analysis of quantification of probability density function of the respiratory motion
IV. DISCUSSION
Previous studies have observed that respiratory signal amplitude and length of period vary with time and from patient to patient. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] This study analyzed the functional form of 331 four-minute respiratory motion data sets acquired from 24 lung cancer patients. Though a n value ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒ of 3 has been assumed in several articles, when a cosine model was applied to actual patient respiratory motion, n values of 1 and 2 were found to have the best correlation with individual breathing cycles. Because cos 2 and cos 1 have a trigonometric relationship, for simplicity, cos 1 was used for the subsequent analysis.
The pdf of the model parameters, namely, the mean cycleto-cycle position z 0 , amplitude of motion b, and period , have been quantified, with z 0 represented by normal, and b and represented by log normal pdfs. From Table II , it can be seen that there is a reduction in the distribution widths of the mean position z 0 and amplitude b with audio-visual biofeedback for individual patients. The results also suggest that audio instructions tend to cause the amplitude to increase as compared with the other two breathing types.
The results of this paper show that the mean cycle-tocycle position z 0 , amplitude of motion b and period of FIG. 8 . The probability density function ͑pdf͒ of the respiratory motion for the overall population distribution overlaid with the normal ͑dot-dashed line͒ distribution, bimodal ͑solid line͒ distributions, and the pdf of a simple harmonic oscillator ͑dashed line͒. FIG. 7 . The probability density function ͑pdf͒ of the respiratory motion overlaid with the normal ͑dot-dashed line͒ distribution, bimodal ͑solid line͒ distributions, and the pdf of a simple harmonic oscillator ͑dashed line͒ for one patient. The distribution for respiratory motion is more symmetric for audio-visual-biofeedback than for free breathing or audio instructions.
respiration have distributions and not constant values, as recent studies have assumed. [20] [21] [22] 24, 29, 30 Audio-visual biofeedback reduces the individual variation in the mean position z 0 , amplitude of motion b, and period distributions, though cycle-to-cycle differences remain. An improved audio-visual biofeedback system may further reduce the individual variation of the parameters.
The bimodal distribution was found to have the highest correlation with the pdf of the respiratory motion of the three types of distribution: normal, bimodal, and the pdf of a simple harmonic oscillator. For individual patient respiratory motion pdfs, the trend was seen to be the same when strong correlation coefficients were obtained for bimodal and normal models. For the range of 24 patient correlation coefficients ͑Table VI͒, it can be seen that the value of the coefficients tends to decrease for normal distributions and increase for the pdf of the sinusoidal oscillator from free breathing to audio-visual biofeedback. It can also be seen from Fig. 7 that distribution for respiratory motion is more symmetric for audio-visual biofeedback than for free breathing or audio instructions.
For the overall distribution, the normal distribution also had a good correlation with respiratory motion. George et al. 41 have also shown that the overall population pdfs of the respiratory motion of the diaphragm can be approximately normal.
From Tables V and VII, it is seen that if the two parameter models are compared, the normal distribution has greater correlation with respiratory motion pdfs than the pdf of a sinusoidal oscillator. However, the five-parameter model ͑bi-modal͒ has greater correlation than either of the two parameter models.
This study is based on the respiratory signal obtained from an external marker placed on the abdomen. For radiotherapeutic-targeting applications, the respiratory signal of most interest is that of the tumor motion itself. There, the correlation between external-marker motion and lung tumor or diaphragm motion has been quantified in several studies. [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] 
V. CONCLUSION
From the analysis in this paper, we can conclude that pdfs of mean position ͑z 0 ͒, amplitude of motion ͑b͒, and period ͑͒ can be used for sampling to obtain more realistic respiratory traces than assuming these parameters to be single valued. An alternative option would be to use respiratory traces from actual patients such as those collected in this study. There is a substantial variation in mean position, amplitude of motion, and period from one breathing cycle to the next. The average highest correlation for a large data set of respiratory motion was found to be a cos 1 and cos 4 model. Audio-visual biofeedback reduces respiratory variations in the cycle-to-cycle parameters. The distribution of the mean position z 0 can be described by a normal distribution, while the distributions of the amplitude of motion b and period can be described by log normal distributions. A bimodal model was found to have the highest correlation with the pdf of the individual and population-based patient respiratory motion, although the normal model exhibited a strong correlation and, in general, was superior to the pdf of a simple harmonic oscillator. The overall standard deviations of respiratory motion were 0.48, 0.57, and 0.55 cm for free breathing, audio instruction, and audio-visual biofeedback, respectively. The respiratory motion data obtained for this study is available from the authors by request. VII. Quantification of a respiratory motion probability density function ͑pdf͒ of overall population using normal distribution, bimodal distribution, and the pdf of a simple harmonic oscillator distribution. 
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